MEDIA SUBSTRATES

ADHESIVES

YUPO Jelly
A NEW TEMPTATION TO CLEAR YOUR CREATIVE APPETITE
YUPOJelly® sticks to flat surfaces without adhesive and is easy in handling. Its base material is a
crystal clear film and its surface has been developed for UV silk screen, UV digital and UV offset
printing. YUPOJelly® has also a clear micro structure on the back side that sticks to any flat
surface without adhesive or bonding agent. Stickers made of YUPO Jelly® are easy to apply and
easy to remove. YUPO Jelly® is free of PVC , 100% recyclable and therefore environmentally
friendly.

APPLICATIONS
Perfect for indoor window decoration
ü Any promotional material in contact with
delicate flat surfaces.

} YUPOJelly® will print very well with all the
}
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CHARACTERISTICS OF YUPOJELLY®
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Special handling or application is not
required.
Easy to stick on and easy to remove.
No glue, no sticky feeling.
Reusable.
PVC free and therefore environmentally
friendly.
PRINTING AND USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

YUPO Jelly®‘s product surface is designed for
UV silkscreen, UV digital and UV offset printing.
} For silk screen printing, use compatible inks.
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existing UV digital machines in the market.
It is possible to print with opaque white. Double
pass opaque will give better results when
double sided image used.
Acclimatize the product before printing.
Prior to printing always handle YUPOJelly® with
gloves to avoid marks during printing.
Not suitable for sticking on 3D objects.
Do not apply YUPOJelly® on glass with steel net
wire. The glass might break due to thermal
insulation.
Do not apply YUPOJelly® directly on display
screens. It may cause damage to the screen.
Wet application is also possible.

} Not recommended for outdoor

usage or as car stickers
} Clean the mounting object

carefully before applying YUPO
Jelly® to avoid bubbles.
Window Stickers

